Year 6 Home Learning Quiz

Children have 15 minutes to complete the quiz.

Quiz on: 26th June
1)

(Questions 1-4 refer to The Highwayman poem)
Find and copy two words in the first stanza which show it was very windy.

2) What does the phrase ‘ribbon of moonlight’ tell us about the road?
3) Explain the meaning of the word ‘dumb’ in the 4th stanza?
4) Find and copy two words or phrases which tell you that this poem is set a long time ago.
5) Name 3 subordinating conjunctions.
6) Name 3 coordinating conjunctions.
7) Join each pair of sentences with and, but or so.
- I don’t visit the library very much. I do like reading.
- The horse was spooked. It kicked out in fright.
- Mary climbed the ladder. She got into her top bunk.
8) Use a subordinating conjunction from the list to add to each subordinate clause. (Although, If, because, Since)
________ you start to feel sleepy, you should pull the car over for a rest.
________ the lights had turned green, the car stood still.
The dog barked loudly __________ it heard an intruder.
________ we began swimming lessons, I have become a lot more confident in the water.
9)

23)

10) Spell variety
11) Spell vegetable
12) Spell vehicle
13) Spell yacht
14) Spell opportunity
15) Spell immediately
16) Spell explanation
17) Spell determined
18) 12 x 7
19) 4 x 4
20) 36 ÷ 4
21) 72 ÷ 8
22) Which is the odd one out? Explain your answer.
512 ÷ 16
672 ÷ 21
792 ÷ 24

24) Which numbers up to 20 can the number 4,236
be divided by without leaving any remainders? What
do you notice about all of the numbers?
25) What happens to a shadow of an object when
you move the object closer to the light source?
26) How are shadows used in x-rays?
27) Why did Mayas bury their dead in masks?
28) What are Maya event masks usually made out
of?
29) Why do we have to warm up our bodies before
exercising?
30) What leg/side do you begin the bounce move
on?

Answers
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Gusty & torrent
That is was narrow and winding and shone in the light of the moon.
He can’t speak.
Breeches & ostler
Accept any 3: after, if, whenever, since, as, before, because, though, while so that, although
Accept any 3: for, nor, yet, and, but, so, or
but, so, and
If, Although, because, Since

10) variety
11) vegetable
12) vehicle
13) yacht
14) opportunity
15) immediately
16) explanation
17) determined
18) 84
19) 16
20) 9
21) 9
22) 792 ÷ 24 because the answer is 33. The answer to the other two calculations is 32.
23) Alex is correct. There are 608 people altogether. 608 ÷ 55 = 11 r 3 so 12 coaches are needed.
24) 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12 - they are all factors of 12.
25) It gets bigger.
26) An x-ray creates an image of a reverse shadow. The lighter the x-ray, the denser the body tissue. The darker
shadows are the air-filled tissues.
27) They believe it protected the dead on their journey to the afterlife.
28) (Cedar) wood
29) To loosen joints, increase blood flow to muscles (this prepares our muscles and joints and means they won’t be
shocked by sudden exercise, so less chance of injury).
30) Right

Score

/30

